The Michael Reese Continued Living Community offers the excitement of Chicago, access to the new state-of-the-art marina just blocks away, and the opportunity to create lasting relationships with people that share your interests. The Community provides medical expertise in all fields to assist those that need it, with the ability to adapt to your needs.
Overview

After the loss of Chicago’s 2016 Olympic bid, the site for the Michael Reese Continued Living Community has become a neglected piece of land in Chicago. But its proximity to Lake Michigan and accessibility to the rest of the Chicago area has made it a valuable investment. The Michael Reese Continued Living Community offers the best of city life without all the hassles and congestion of downtown city living.

Layout of the Community

The goal of the Michael Reese Continued Living Community is to create a unique relationship between the city of Chicago and the south side neighborhood of Bronzeville. The community does not attempt to create private land only accessible by the occupants but instead integrates the Continued Living Community with the existing neighborhood.

Occupancies

The Singer Pavilion fulfills some programmatic requirements but the design of two new high-rises was necessary to expand the continued living community. Both high-rises are named after previous buildings that once stood there; Kaplan Pavilion to the East and Baumgarten Pavilion to the North. Both high-rises offer a variety of living options: two bedrooms units offering 1600 square feet, one bedroom units offering 1200 square feet and studio units offering 800 square feet.